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Anuvu Named a Finalist in the Crystal
Cabin Awards 2022

The company’s newest connectivity solution is recognized among transformative cabin
innovations evolving the passenger experience

Los Angeles, CA – May 5, 2022 – Anuvu, the leading provider of high-speed connectivity
and entertainment solutions for demanding worldwide mobility markets, announced today
that it has been named a Crystal Cabin Awards finalist in the category IFEC & Digital
Services in partnership with Southwest Airlines for its new, ground-breaking connectivity
solution enabling airlines to deliver the high-speed in-flight internet passengers’ demand.

"It's an honor to be named a finalist in the prestigious Crystal Cabin Awards and highlighted
among leading industry solutions that elevate the passenger experience as showcased in
the free Wi-Fi trial currently underway with Southwest Airlines," said Mike Pigott, Executive
Vice President of Connectivity at Anuvu. “We are thrilled to be working in partnership with
Southwest Airlines for over a decade.”

"This recognition represents Anuvu’s commitment to innovation and marks their newest
technology solution that will enhance the inflight connectivity experience for our
passengers." said Tony Roach, VP of Customer Experience and Customer Relations at
Southwest Airlines.

The Crystal Cabin Awards, an initiative of cluster Hamburg Aviation, is presented in eight
categories: “Cabin Concepts”, “Cabin Systems”, “Health & Safety”, “IFEC & Digital
Services”, “Material & Components”, “Passenger Comfort”, “Sustainable Cabin”, and
“University”. For each category, the 28 expert members of the jury select three finalists, who
are invited to pitch their concepts to the jury in person at Aircraft Interiors Expo. The winners
of the 2022 Crystal Cabin Award will be announced at a gala dinner in Hamburg on the
evening of June 14.

https://www.anuvu.com/


About Anuvu   

Anuvu’s team of global experts effortlessly manage connectivity and content requirements
for demanding mobility markets including airlines, cruise lines, and mission-critical maritime,
energy and government applications. Through long-standing customer relationships, we
have a proven track record for meeting our customers’ needs, even as the world changes.
Anuvu’s flexible and agile approach enables us to adopt the newest technology to optimize
our clients’ experience and we take pride in maximizing the performance of today, while
optimizing for tomorrow. The company’s goal is to provide clients with reliable, scalable, and
affordable solutions that meet the ever-changing needs of passengers and guests. Through
its intelligent leadership and innovation, Anuvu defines next-generation passenger
experiences through integrated solutions tailored to customers’ brands and service
objectives.  

Anuvu. Let Innovation Move You.  

Follow Anuvu on LinkedIn and Twitter for further updates and insights.
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